Black Lives Matter – what does this mean?
Type of activity: Reading and thinking
Who is it for? Older children and families
What do I need?


Paper and pencil



Thinking, questioning and discussion

Introduction
There are many differences between people; one
difference is the colour of our skin. It is important to make
sure that all people are treated fairly, and that’s why lots of
people all over the world are part of the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement. Do you know why
protests against racism have been in the news recently? Right now, the whole world is
speaking out against the unfair treatment of black people, especially George Floyd who
died on 25th May while being held to the ground by police in America. Sadly, people are
also treated unfairly in England too, as well as many other countries across the globe.
In this article (below) from Picture News, a father describes his day to day Covid-19
lockdown experience in his neighbourhood. While you read his account, write down any
words that describe his feelings.
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Look at the list of feelings you have made.


What effects does racism have on Shola’s daily life?



Does any of his experience surprise you?



How does he think racism can be tackled?

In America and many countries in the world, people are angry that the police and justice
system continues to be unfair.
In these videos, Chetan talks about his experiences of racism in his school and interviews his
father about ‘institutional racism’.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zv9g9j6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgd4d2p

What can you do to stand up against racism and institutional racism if you experience it
or witness it in your school or daily life? Talk your ideas through with an adult.
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